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Abstract

Nowadays, an increasingly growing demand for the cre-
ation of digital multimedia libraries is arising, as huge
amounts of digital visual content are becoming available.
The content that resides in these libraries should be eas-
ily retrievable and classified in order to be fully accessible.
The contribution of this paper is the introduction of a hy-
brid multimedia retrieval model accompanied by the pre-
sentation of a search engine that is capable of retrieving
visual content cultural heritage multimedia libraries as in
three modes: (i) based on their semantic annotation with
the help of an ontology; (ii) based on the visual features
with a view to finding similar content; and (iii) based on the
combination of these two strategies. To achieve this, the re-
trieval model is composed of two different parts, a low-level
visual feature analysis and retrieval and a high-level ontol-
ogy infrastructure. The main novelty is the way in which
these two co-operate transparently during the evaluation of
a single query in a hybrid fashion, making recommenda-
tions to the user and retrieving content that is both visually
and semantically similar.

1. Introduction

Digital multimedia Libraries are organized in order to
store and manage huge amounts of audiovisual content for
universal remote access.

The huge amount of visual digitized information has to
be structured and annotated in the proper way in order to
be accessible and retrievable. To provide functionalities
for the manipulation and knowledge retrieval from such vi-
sual content, a key aspect is the development of more effi-
cient search engines to handle image and video files. To
date, two main approaches to image search engine tech-
niques have been proposed, namely annotation-based and

content-based. Several variants of annotation-based multi-
media search engines have been proposed. Some of them
assume manual annotation reducing visual search to infor-
mation retrieval [1], while others provide support for auto-
matic annotation.

This search approach has benefitted significantly from
the advances in the Semantic Web and ontologies (e.g., [2]),
so that annotations can have well-defined semantics. On-
tologies are “an explicit specification of a conceptualiza-
tion” [3], and they guarantee firstly a shared understanding
of a particular domain, and secondly, a formal model that is
amenable to unsupervised, machine processing.

However, annotation and semantic-based search are of-
ten insufficient when dealing with visual content. To tackle
this problem, a second complementary approach has been
devised: content-based search. The core idea is to apply
image processing and feature extraction algorithms to the
visual content and extract low-level visual features, such as
color layout and edge histogram [4].

This paper focuses on a hybrid retrieval model by com-
bining in an novel way the content and annotation based
approaches. A search engine has been developed imple-
menting this model using images from the culture domain.
Regarding content-based search, the engine employs state-
of-the-art techniques, which involve automatic segmenta-
tion of 2D visual content and MPEG-7 features extraction,
while the novel, hybrid search functionality is capable of
extending either the content-based search by making user
suggestions of additional, potentially interesting results.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Sec-
tion 2 introduces the retrieval model while the evaluation
procedure including the presentation of the search engine is
presented in Section 3. Examples and results of the hybrid
engine appear in Section 4.

Eventually, section 5 concludes the paper.



2 Hybrid Retrieval of Visual Content

As mentioned previously, the search engine described
hereby supports three modes of queries and retrieval of im-
ages and video, namely

1. content-based retrieval,

2. ontology-based retrieval, and

3. hybrid retrieval, which builds upon the combination of
the two aforementioned methods.

2.1 Combining visual and semantic infor-
mation

The main objective behind our retrieval model is to al-
low a user to complement a query primarily addressed using
one of the visual or semantic mode with the other. Starting
with one mode, information arising from the complemen-
tary mode is used to enhance the results. The additional
results presented are considered to be a set of recommen-
dations for the user by broadening the desirable query and
they are generated in a transparent way.

The mathematical model of the hybrid retrieval system
is described below for both cases. Lets assume that the
functionSem(datardf , qsem) is producing the desired out-
put given the data and the query based on the semantic data
formed in RDF1 language by retrieving the results from the
Knowledge Base:

Ressem = Sem(datardf , qsem) (1)

where datardf are the metadata stored in RDF in the
Knowledge Base andqsem is the query string in RDFQL
or SeRQL.

In a similar way, the function:V is(datadesc, qvis) out-
puts the results from content-based search using as data
the extracted descriptors of the multimedia content and the
proper input from the user.

Resvis = V is(datadesc, qvis) (2)

wheredatadesc represent the extracted descriptors of the
multimedia content andqvis represents the desirable input
(i.e one or a set of images) for which visually matching
content expected to be retrieved and displayed. The func-
tion V is(datadesc, qvis) outputsResvis in a specific rank-
ing based on the similarity coefficient which derives from
the calculation of the distances of the extracted descriptors
for the objects included in the query.

1http://www.w3.org/RDF/

Subsequently, two cases of hybrid search are defined:
(i) the visual search, where the system, given the desir-
able query, produces visually similar results with the ini-
tial object accompanied by a set of recommendations de-
riving from the transparent semantic query that the visual
results produce; and (ii) the semantic search, where a user
can submit a query by browsing the ontology fields and ac-
quire the results that illustrate the content which satisfies
the constraints of the query complemented by recommen-
dations based on visual similarity of the initial results.

In the case of visual search the output consists of two sets
of results: the initial results produced byResvis and the set
of recommendationsRecsem based on semantic search and
given by:

Recsem = Sem(datardf , ResToQsem(Resvis)) <=>
(3)

Recsem = Sem(datardf , ResToQsem(V is(datadesc, qvis)))
(4)

where the functionResToQsem creates a new query based
on the first set of the results in order to retrieve the semanti-
cally related content. The aforementioned function exploits
the initial set of results by processing the ontology fields of
every output object in order to define the semantic anno-
tation which is mostly shared by these results. The query
produced leads to a search for content that shares the spe-
cific common value in the chosen ontology fields with the
results.

The final set of resultsRes is the set of results from vi-
sual similarityResvis enhanced by the recommendation re-
sultsRecsem:

Res = Resvis ∪Recsem. (5)

On the other hand, when a Semantic search occurs the
results that are produced consist of: the first set provided by
Ressem and the second setRecvis illustrating the recom-
mendations:

Recvis = Sem(datadesc, ResToQvis(Ressem)) <=>
(6)

Recvis = V is(datadesc, ResToQvis(Sem(datardf , qsem)))
(7)

where the functionResToQvis constructs a query taking
into account the visual features of the initial results. The
algorithm used for this function produces descriptors of an
average hypothetical object by averaging the descriptors of
the results.

The final set of results is:

Res = Ressem ∪Recvis. (8)

2.2 Content-based Retrieval

In this retrieval mode, described by (2), users are able to
perform a visual-based search by taking advantage of low-
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Figure 1. The offline image and video content
analysis process.

level multimedia content features. The retrieval system can
handle 2D still image and potentially video. In this mode,
the user provides, as the input query, an example of the mul-
timedia content she or he is interested in, and, based on the
extracted descriptors of the input and the indexed offline-
generated descriptors of the content repository, the system
performs a visual similarity-based search and the relevant
results are retrieved.

Figure 1 illustrates the 2D image analysis with potential
application to video files. More specifically, analysis of 2D
images is performed in a two-step fashion. To enable mean-
ingful region detection in the available cultural heritage im-
ages collections, a segmentation process takes place using
the approach described in [7]. The second step in analy-
sis involves low-level feature extraction from the resulting
regions of the segmentation mask and also from the whole
image itself. For this purpose, the MPEG-7 features were
selected as they represent the state of the art in low-level
visual descriptors. For the extraction, the MPEG-7 eXperi-
mentation Model (MPEG-7 XM) [8] was applied.

This procedure could be extended or video analysis. In
such a case the video stream is firstly divided into shots us-
ing the method described in [9]. For each detected shot, a
keyframe is extracted which is treated as a compact repre-
sentation of the entire shot. This keyframe is then analyzed
as in the still image case.

2.3 Ontology-based Retrieval

This search mode, described by (1), is more appropriate
for the cases in which the user knows to an adequate de-
gree of confidence the semantic annotation of the material
user provides constraints on the concepts of the five ontolo-
gies of Section 3.2. During search time, the system retrieves
the semantically connected content according to users selec-
tions. The system can handle complex queries that require
the combination of multiple concept-based search criteria
and thus can retrieve different cultural items that share com-
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Figure 2. Search engine interface

mon data. Figure 2 illustrates the application of this tech-
nique by presenting a proper interface for ontology based
search.

3 Search Engine and Evaluation
Corpus

The evaluation procedure took place with the employ-
ment of a search engine based on the aforementioned re-
trieval model and it is capable of retrieving cultural visual
content. The design of the GUI and the ontology browser
plays a significant role for ontology-based retrieval. As
shown in Figure 2, the GUI of our search engine provides a
view of the ontologies, enabling the browsing through their
structure and hierarchy; Apart from the ontology-based re-
trieval, the search engine supports content-based queries
in order to produce results depending on visual similarity.
Combining the two techniques, the search engine is capa-
ble of providing the hybrid searching functionality as was
described in detail in Section 2.1.

3.1 Visual Content

The main content provider is the Center for Greek and
Roman Antiquity (KERA)2, which offers a large collection
of inscriptions and coins , accompanied with detailed doc-
umentation. Furthermore, a rich collection of Greek paint-
ings is provided by the Greek museum: Teloglion Founda-
tion of Art3 while a large collection of photographs is of-
fered by Alinari Photographic Archives4.

2http://www.eie.gr/nhrf/institutes/igra/index-en.html
3http://web.auth.gr/teloglion/
4http://www.alinari.com/
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Figure 3. A graphical representation of the
concepts in the ontology and their relations.

3.2 Ontology

Cultural heritage collections are accompanied by a rich
set of annotations. However, these annotations are often
unstructured or registered in a non-standard form, usually
proprietary, for every collection, which renders them unus-
able for inter-collection searching. To overcome this prob-
lem, appropriate ontologies for the cultural heritage domain
have been defined.

Taking into account the content originally available for
our use case scenario an ontology infrastructure has been
defined to efficiently describe and represent all knowl-
edge related to each collection. The proposed architec-
ture consists of two layers and makes use of five different
RDF(S) ontologies, namelyAnnotation, which is generic,
andCoins, Inscriptions, PaintingsandPhotographswhich
are specific to the collection itemsets of our scenario.

A large set of information fields inside the image anno-
tation set is common for each item, regardless of the collec-
tion that is part of. As such, it was decided to use a separate,
higher-level ontology specifically intended for representing
this kind of concepts and relations. dimensions, etc. Conse-
quently, the role of theAnnotationontology (Figure 3) is to
conceptualize and hold all common data in a structured way,
thus forming a representation standard for every collection
to be integrated with the search engine.

The properties that are specific to a collection item cat-
egory are captured by complementary ontologies; more
specifically there is a separate ontology for each category, as
the particular details that correspond to the collection items
can vary greatly for each class.

As a further step, to support interoperability of the sys-
tem with other semantic-enabled cultural heritage systems,
the aforementioned ontologies were mapped to the CIDOC-
CRM [10] core ontology which has been proposed as an
ISO standard for cultural heritage material structuring and
representation. To enable this functionality, appropriate
mappings between the concepts of our defined ontologies
and the CRM were drawn.

3.3 Ground Truth Definition

The ground truth used in order to evaluate the results of
the experiments were different for each retrieval mode.

Regarding the content-based experiments as ground truth
was considered the (subjective) visual similarity of the ob-
jects . More specifically the visual features which were
taken into account to prove visual similarity were the shape
and the color while the existence of visually related regions
between the objects can also be considered as factor of vi-
sual resemblance.

The results from ontology-based queries could be easily
evaluated due to the existing annotations.

The recommendations, which are results of the hybrid
mode, are considered to be results related to the initial set
of the semantic or visually based results. The definition of
the term recommendation can be subjective however it can
be defined as any result which is related to the initial output
in terms of visual or semantic similarity.

4 Results

The content-based and ontology-based modes are com-
plementary to each other, and as such, it is meaningless to
compare them directly in terms of metrics like precision and
recall. In this section the advanced functionalities of the hy-
brid search engine are demonstrated through use cases and
insights into the performance of the two search flavors are
provided.

4.1 Hybrid search: use cases

The hybrid search engine is capable of detecting implicit
semantic relationships between visually dissimilar images,
and extract the relevant artefacts. To demonstrate this capa-
bility, two use cases are presented in this section, which are
summarized in Figures 4 and 5.

In the first use case (first row of Figure 4), the input query
is the painting “Autoprosopgrafia” (“Self-portrait”). Dur-
ing the content-based search visually similar inscriptions
are extracted (Figure 4a). As shown in the figure, the results
have several visual features in common, such as depiction of
human faces and other portraits. To fire an ontology-based
search, the system retrieves the most common semantic fea-
ture, which happens to be the name of the painter. As such,
the system is capable of automatically returning the same
results as if the user was capable of submitting a query of
the type (in natural langauge)“Find all the artefacts that
look like the painting “Autoprosopgrafia” or all the Paint-
ings created by Pierrakos Alkis”(Figure 4b). The first set of
results shows visually similar images by illustrating mostly
paintings with human faces and portraits while the recom-
mendations include works of art of the same painter who
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Figure 4. The first use case: (a) initial set of
results derived from visual similarity search,
(b)set of recommendations based on a com-
plementary semantic query

has created paintings of similar themes (portraits with dif-
ferent technique etc.) complementing in this way the ini-
tial results by providing paintings of similar subjects which
could not be retrieved by visual similarity due to the differ-
ent paint technique(Figure 4).

The second use case follows the opposite approach

Figure 5. The second use case: (a) initial set
of results based on a semantic query, (b) set
of recommendations includes visually simi-
lar images

where the initial query is based on ontology fields while
the set of recommendations derives from visual similarity.
In this scenario, the user searches for inscriptions dated in
the 4th century BC. The first set of results includes the in-
scriptions which belongs to the aforementioned period (Fig-
ure 5a) while the recommendations provide results visu-
ally similar with the inital set of inscriptions. As it can
be observed in Figure 5b the recommendation images in-
clude more inscriptions with similar shapes and figures with
the first set of results. Consequently the recommendations
broaden the initial query as they reveal visually similar im-
ages of potential interest that the user may not have been
aware of when submitted the query.
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Figure 6. Precision-Recall diagram for the
content-based method.

4.2 Performance Insights

The experiments were conducted on a PC, with a P5
3.0GHz Intel CPU and 1GB RAM. The knowledge base
containing the ontological metadata is Sesame 1.2 running
a MySQL DBMS at the back-end. The dataset is consisted
of roughly 4000 images along with a complete set of se-
mantic annotations. The visual descriptors are stored in a
collocated MPEG-7 XM server.

Figure 6 shows the Precision-Recall diagram for the
content-based retrieval. The curves correspond to the mean
precision value that was measured after several retrieval
tasks. For the ontology-based search since it is based on
selecting available concepts describing the content, the esti-
mation of Precision-Recall diagram is not relevant. The av-
erage response time for the ontology-based search is 0.163
sec, while for the content-based search is 0.773 sec.

The behavior of the hybrid search is expected to com-
bine the benefits of the other two approaches providing rec-
ommendations to the user in order to broaden the query.
Precision-Recall graphs for the recommendations are not
presented as these strongly depend on the nature of the re-
trieval task, and on the objective and purpose of the user
when submitting a query.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, a novel retrieval model for handling vi-
sual and multimedia digital libraries is presented in an effi-
cient and effective manner. The search engine based on that
model adopts three methods for retrieval: two autonomous

and one combinational. The ontology-based method makes
use of the formal, logic-based representation of semantic
mark-up metadata accompanying each collection, while an
illustrative user interface is used for graphical query formu-
lation. Although the search engine dealed with 2D images
of cultural heritage content, there is the potential of exten-
sion based on the proposed model to include video content.
A notable feature of this work is its modular and exten-
sible ontology infrastructure, which provides mappings to
CIDOC-CRM in order to gain interoperability with other
ontologies from the cultural domain. The hybrid method,
which is the main contribution of this work, makes a com-
bined use of the previous two methods. Thus is capable of
offering, as a recommendation, a more complete result set
to the user, which comprises both visually and semantically
similar items, while the input query remains either solely
ontology-based or content-based.
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